
GoGun® Gas Pedal® Grip Installation Instructions 
1) The Gas Pedal® Grip is intended for mount by professional gunsmith because it requires Drill and 

tap into frame 5-40 pattern. (Dust Cover). See diagram for recommended position. For optimum 
results plane of pedal should pass behind axis of slide stop  (aft or towards shooter). However 
shooter preference may override this position which is why multiple holes are drilled in Gas 
Pedal® piece. 

2) If your Scope already has C-More type spacing AND it is already drilled and tapped for 5-40, you 
can remove those screws and use the supplied screws thru the Pedal and scope mount to frame. 
But make sure there is purchase of screws all the way to frame not just to scope mount. 

3) Whether you drill and tap new holes or use existing holes PLEASE use the supplied 5-40 screws. 
They are tested over time and have never failed. However some substituted screws has failed. 
The supplied screws are mated to the chamfered holes to allow just a bit of play so as to render 
risk of failure minimal to none and to ease taking on off without stress to gun or Pedal.  

4) It is likely you will have to trim excess length of screws on inner surface of frame (Dust Cover). 
Dremel works well for trimming. Once trimmed save screws if you ever remove them later and 
use same screws again. 

5) Please do NOT use Loctite as shooter will likely want to remove or reposition Pedal later. If 
Loctite is used, don’t use anything more than blue Loctite. Shooter should check tension of 
screws before each match. 

6) The spacing of holes is .375 Inches on center or .750 over two holes. 
7) It is recommend that at least three screws be used for maximum stiffness. Two screws may be 

used but some shooters will notice minute flexion of pedal with two screws. If only two holes 
are used it is best to make dedicated holes between scope mount screws so Pedal may be 
removed without having to re zero the scope. It is ok to start with two screws and see if shooter 
requires third one later after position has been established. 

8) The Racer Cut has flush base and will clear slide when mounted over scope mount.  
9) When shooting limited or without a scope use Duster  Model.because it has flange on base so 

slide will clear the pedal. The Duster Model will fit standard and wide modular frames like STI, 
but is not wide enough for 1911 without a custom gunsmith made spacer. 

10) See diagram, following page 
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